Malaga a Jubrique
If you do stop for lunch or a break, keep an eye on your belongings, start of the holiday
season and rental cars are a Target coming from the airport.
If you're using GPS or Google Maps make sure you use Jubrique, Malaga, 29492, as the town
of Ubrique is in the Provence of Cadiz.
See Ubrique top left of image below....
Stock up on drinking water in Summer, it's hot now and you'll need it, and essential if you
have a breakdown
Driving tips:
New law regarding cyclists, you must allow 1.5m between yourself and the cyclist.
Wait to pass. If it is safe to do so, crossing the unbroken white line is permitted, and
recommended.
Do not stop if there is an unbroken white line at the roadside edge. Not permitted and not
expected by other road users.
Seems stupid, but not fully stopping at a Stop sign, minimum 200 euro, on the spot.
Directions:
Leaving the airport you go to the right taking the TORREMOLINOS direction and after 1 km
again to the right to take the A7 (CN340) towards TORREMOLINOS-CADIZ.
If you're on the N£40, after 2,5 km one has to pay attention and take a road to the right
indicated by BENALMADENA-ALGECIRAS E15 /AP7 (just after a BMW garage), since that is
the beginning of the toll way, in Spanish "PEAJE", that takes you all the way to Estepona.
The AP7 is the toll road, costs about 10 euro from the airport to Estepona
The cost is worth the convenience, and it's much safer.
The AP stands for autopista, there are parts of it which merge (example Marbella) are free,
this is the A7
Where the roads separate, the A7 always exits to the right, so if there are 4 lanes, stay in the
second from the right.
After another 15,5 km on this road, in Fuengirola, the road forks in two, and there you
should keep to the left, indicated by E15/AP7 ESTEPONA-ALGECIRAS. Then, 33 km further
on, in Marbella, the same thing happens as in Fuengirola, and you should again keep left for
the PEAJE.

(We're now on the AP7 coming towards Estepona)
30 km further on from Marbella you arrive in Estepona and you are now on the ring road
around Estepona.
Ignore the first Estepona exit.
Leave the E15/AP7/A7 (CN340) using exit number 155 and on the roundabout take the
“Estepona Centro” direction.

You come off the AP7, go all the way around the roundabout, cross over the AP7 bridge.
Follow on past the football pitch (left)
Straignt through the next roundabout, and continue until the next smaller roundabout.
You are now on the Avenida de Andalucia, (which is an inner ringroad)
Continue along straight through 3 small roundabouts.
The fourth roundabout is bigger than the last, again go straignt through, and up the hill.

At the top of the hill, turn left after the MERCADONA (see map) Supermarket on the left.

Marcadona is a very good supermarket chain, with the best prices in Spain, closed on
Sundays. Normally open 9am to 9pm
The turning left for Jubrique, is the next left turn.

MA-8301
You now start the Mountain roads, they seem daunting at first, but stick to the speed signs,
they are extremely accurate for guiding you safely.
After about 12km (20 min) you will come to the top of the pass, where the road splits in 3
directions.
You will take the one to the right, left goes to the top of the mountain, straight goes to
Genalguacil (very winding)
Take time out for photos of the valley inland and the coast below.
You should reach Jubrique in another 25 min from here.

As you enter Jubrique MA-8305, continue on straight along Calle Algatocin, until you come
to the Hotel Montana (Posada Mirador de Jubrique), at the further end of the village.
Park up here and grab a coffee in the hotel or the Bar besides, and give Antonita a call +34
655 65 04 87

Hotel Posada Mirador de Jubrique

Continue on past the hotel (here on the right), after 50 meters (or less), there's a lane (track)
to the right, it goes upwards and turns back on its self at a house on the bend,
keep going it brings you into Retarta (keep left at the split just before the house)
View of the track from the direction towards Algatocin.

Continue on up the track, and you will come to a house on a bend, go round the bend, and continue
on (above the back of the Hotel) and when it splits in two, take the left side, and drive up to the back
entrance of the house.

(East) Algatocin left, Jubrique right (West)
Redline is the track. You can see the pool of Retarta on the right.

Have a good trip, don't worry about timing, you can update us as you go along.

